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PREFACE
d

The increasing cost and complexity of modern flight simulators

has caused development and evaluation of these devices to become very

complex tasks. This thesis represents my perceptions of these tasks

and one technique for accomplishing them. The subject of flight

simulator development and evaluation was first brought to my attention

by Major James A. Ri chmond of the Simulator System Program Office at

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio. Major Richmond ha~ offered his

enthusiastic support throughout this research effort. Without his

help, this research would not have been possible.

I am particularly grateful to Major G. C. Saul Young , my advisor ,

and Major Charles W. McNichols , my reader. Their guidance and under-

standing contributed immeasurably to the completion of this project.

I would also like to express my appreciation to Miss Joyce L. Wilson

who typed this report under the pressures of a very tight schedule.

Finally, I would like to acknowledge the understanding , endurance , and

cooperation of my wi fe , Lea , who kept the home fi rst burning duri ng

the period of this research effort.

Ralph L. Miller
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ABSTRACT

This report presents an analysis of the development and initial

evaluation of Air Force flight simulators . The objectives of the study

were to determine the criterion variables most applicable to an initial

• flight simulator evaluation and to develop a general technique for the

evaluation of these criteri on variables.

The research began with a review of current Navy , Army , and Air

Force flight simulator development and evaluation techniques . This

review, combined with information gathered from related sources, pro-

vided the basis for examination and selecti on of cri terion variables.

The variables examined by this effort were: aircraft flight time saved ,

training efficiency, transfer of training , fidelity of psychological

simulation , fidelity of engineering simulati on, and simulator effective-

ness. The examination of these variabl es concentrated on their measur-

ability during an initial flight simulator eval uation and their ability

to predict how well a fli ght simulator would perform its intended mission .

Followi ng the examination of criterion variables , the research con-

centrated on the development of a technique for the evaluation of applica-

ble criterion variables . The resulting technique is a combinati on of the

traditional quantitative techniques plus some subjective techniques . The

purpose of the subjective techniques is to identify simulator character-

istics that are perceived to be different from the real work aircraft

characteristics and to assess the impact that these differences will

have on the operational use of the fli ght simulator . .~
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TECHNIQUES FOR THE INITIAL EVALUATION OF

FLIGHT SIMULATOR EFFECTIVENESS

I. The Research Problem

Introduction

The sophistication and cost of flight simulation has increased

dramatically during the last century. Although all of the ground

training devices used to teach flying skills are usually called flight

simulators , two main classifications exist. These are procedural

trainers and flight simulators .

Procedural trainers were the only form of ground training device

in use until the early 1960’s. These trainers usually represented an

entire class or type of aircraft, unl i ke modern flight simulators which

are representative of only one specific aircraft (Willi ges, et al ., 1972).

The other major difference is the ability of the device to duplicate the

aircraft handling characteristics or control feel . Flight simulators

reproduce the feel of the controls throughout the flight envelope of the

aircraft represented. Procedural trainers do not duplicate control

feel and are used to teach procedural steps rather than handling charac-

teristics. Most ground training devices currently used by the military

are procedural trainers. Almost all new training devices being pur-

chased would be properly classifi ed as flight simulators .

The increasing cost and complexi ty of modern flight simulators has

required Test and Evaluation (T&E) to become one of the key functions

performed during the acquisition of an Air Force flight simulator.

The T&E procedures used must insure that the flight simulator being



purchased will be capable of effectively and efficiently accomplishing

the training mission for which it was designed and purchased .

The increased complexity of modern flight simulators has also made

the evaluation of effectiveness extremely difficult. Very little is

known about the factors which infl uence training effectiveness or how

these factors must interact to produce an effective flight simulator.

The purpose of thi s report is to determine the criterion variables for

flight simulator evaluation and to develop a technique for an initial

evaluation of the simulator effectiveness using these criterion variables .

Background of Flight Simulation

History has shown that military aviation has usually been slower

to accept and use ground based fli ght simulation than has the civilian

aviation community . At the close of World War I, flight simulation for

the military consisted of a l imited number of short-winged training air-

planes. These planes could only be taxied on the ground because they

were i ncapable of flight. Aviation students ran them up and down the

f ly ing  field in order to learn the concept of working aircraft control s

pri or to the first actual aircraft flight. These trainers became known

as “Stub-winged Jennies” or “Grass-cutters” (Williges , et al ., 1972).

During the same time period , civilian aviators were using fixed-

base flight simulators that had been developed from the “Sanders

Teac her ” and “Eardly-Billing Oscillator ” of the early l9OO~. These

trainers consisted of an aircraft mock-up mounted on a single pivot

point which allowed limited movement in pitch , yaw, and ro l l. A

mechanical linkage connected to the flight controls provided the appro-

priate movement for any control input (Lewis, 1974). Although these

trainers had the same purpose as the “Stub-winged Jennies ,” they

2



provided more efficient as well as more effective training , in that

they allowed visualization of aircraft response to control inputs.

The military aviation attitudes about flight simulation became

favorable for the fL...t time during the late l92O~ wi th the introduction

of “blind” or instrument flying . This facet of aviation training

proved to be excessively dangerous and uneconomical to conduct in the

aircraft (Lewis, 1974). Both military and civilian aviation realized

that a safer and more efficient means of training was needed . The

military became an i nterested observer as civilian simulator manufac-

turers attempted to develop an instrument flight simulator with the

existing mechanical linkage technology.

Instrument flight simulation was first accomplished in 1929 by a

newcomer to the flight simulation industry . Edwin A. Link was able to

combi ne his intense personal aviation i nterest with the experience and

knowledge he had gained while working at the Link Piano and Organ

Company to produce an effective instrument flight simulator. His simu-

lator used a system of motors , bellow s, and mechanical linkage from the

organ factory to produce the illusion of instrument flight (Heinle, 1973).

However , Mr. Link was not able to gain the interest of military or

civilian aviation wi th his first simulator. It sold almost excl usi vely

to amusement parks for from $300 to $500 (Snow , 1975).

Mr. Link continued to improve his simulator and finally sold the

first military flight simulator to the Navy in 1931 for $1 ,500. The

evaluation of this first military simulator took the form of a demon-

stration of effectiveness. The Navy ~~~~~ convinced that the flight

simulator was effective after Mr. Link taught an officer who had never

been in an aircraft to fly by instruments in his device (Snow , 1975).

L ____ I
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The first instrument flight simulator used extensively in the

military was the Link model C-3, better known as the “Blue Box.” This

simulator used a pneumatic computation system to simulate aircraft

motion and instrument readings . Thousands of military pilots were

trained in this device during World War II. The Link “Blue Box” and

the simulators that preceded it fit into the procedural trainer rather

than the flight simulator classifi cati on . The purpose of these early

trainers was to teach the concept of using controls and instruments .

No attempt had been made to duplicate the handling characteristics or

“feel” of the aircraft being simulated (Heinle , 1973).

/~:
• . . 
~ on technology advanced rapidly following World War II.

Electrically driven flight instruments began replacing the older

mechanica l instruments during the late 1940’s (Dunlap, et al ., 1975).

One of the most important developments of this time peri od was the jet

engine Jet aircraft provided much higher performance and were far

more complex than aircraft previously used . The flight simulators

developed to train pilots in these aircraft also accelerated in

sophistication (Rhodes, 1967). The complexity of high performance jet

aircraft simulation required more advanced computational capabil ities

than were available wi th the current technology.

Electronic computers were developed and began to be applied to

flight simulati on during the 1950’s. The first generation of computers

consisted of alternating current carrier analog computers . Simulation

with these computers was limi ted and characterized by inaccurate compu-

tation , poor reliability , limi ted capacity , large space requirements ,

and a dependence on very scarce, highly skilled analog computer pro-

grammers to avoid build —u p of computational errors (Foqarity , 1967).
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The vast difference between the high performance characteristics

of jet a i rcraf t  and those of previous aircraft caused extensive train-

ing problems for the military . Military aviati on hoped to solve these

training problems by purchasing flight simulators that accurately simu-

lated handl i ng characteristics through the use of the newly developed

electronic computers. The Link C-llA simulator was built in 1950 for

this purpose. Simulation of aircraft motion and handling characteristics

proved to be impractical due to the static accuracy and dyiamic response

limitations of the analog computers in use at that time (Fogarity , 1967).

The increasing cost and complexity of electronic simulation com-

pounded by the i nability to accurately reproduce aircraft handling

characteristics caused military aviation to seriously question the

training value of flight simulation . The military believed the potential

of flight simulation was limited to teaching basic cockpit , instrument ,

and emergency procedures and that the only way to teach handling charac-

teristics was in the aircraft. This attitude prevailed through the

1960’s (Lewis , 1974).

The introduction of real time medium sized digital computers in

the early 1960’s provided the computational technology necessary for

complete simulation of all the sensations of flight (Fogarity , 1967).

The large capacity , high speed, and accuracy of computation in these

computers made it possible to duplicate aircraft handling character-

istics as wel l as incorporate motion and visua l displays with instrument

flight simulation (Heinle , 1973).

Major political and economic events of the 197c1s forced the per-

ceived va l ue and purpose of flight simulation in the military to

change again. The United States involvement in Southeast Asia resulted

In large military budgets which had become politically unpopular. The

5
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termination of this involvement allowed Congress to drastically reduce

the military portion of the federal budget. The implementation of an

all volunteer military force duri ng this same time period required a

much larger portion of the remaining military budget to be devoted to

personnel costs. These two events caused a squeeze on the defense

dollars available for operations and aircraft procurement. This squeeze

was compounded by hi gh fuel pri ces resulting from the 1973 oil embargo

and escalating costs of aircraft procurement due to inflation (Dunlap,

et al., 1975).

These political and economic forces caused the Un i ted States Air

Force to undertake several studies to determine how effective fl ight

simulators would be as a means to reduce operating costs and prolong

the life of existing operational aircraft . These studies concluded

that the increased use of flight simulators could effectively reduce

operational costs. This conclusion was based on the fact that most of

the peacetime flying in the Air Force is devoted to training (Dunlap,

et al ., 1975). The validity of this conclusion was dependent on the

avility of flight simulator sorties to be substituted for aircraft

training sorties without signifi cantly reducing the quality of train

training.

Statement of the Problem

Introduction to the Problem. This research effort will concen-

trate on the flight simulator evaluation problems resulting from two

of the major events in the recent history of flight simu lat on. These

events were: (1) the introduction of digita l computers duri ng the 1960’s

which provided the capability to build flight simulators which could

duplicate nearly all real world aircraft characteristics , and (2) the

6



political and economic forces during the early 1970’s which compelled

the Air Force to place substantially more emphasis on the use of flight

simulators.

The improved capability of digital computer flight simulation

turned both the design and evaluation of flight simulators into very

complex and difficult tasks . In order to program the computers for

detailed and complete simulation , an accurate mathematical model of the

aircraft characteristics had to be constructed (Dunlap, et al., 1975).

Six equations , one for each degree of freedom (pitch , roll , yaw, verti-

cal , lateral , and longitudinal), were required to define motion alone

(Ca tron , 1975). The model also had to include equations for instru-

mentation , visual display, control forces, aircraft systems, etc. The

data required for these equations has normally been derived from pre—

production engineering design studies (Dunlap , et al., 1975). However,

refining the mathematical representation of the aircraft is not a

primary goal of the airframe manufacturer. Therefore, the definitive

data required to completely describe the aircraft characteristics

under all flying conditions and throughout all flight regimes was

simply not available (Catron, 1975).

• Since the flight simulators had to be designed wi th incomplete

and inaccurate data, the traditiona l use of aircraft fli ght data as

the standard of performance during the evaluation became untenable.

Evaluation relative to i ncomplete data only measured how well the sim-

ulator was programmed and gave no indication of how accurately the real

world aircraft had been simulated or how effective the flight simulator

would be. With traditional eva l uation techniques degraded , a new

evaluation technique became desperately needed.

7 
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The political and economic events of the 1970’s added new require-

ments to Air Force fl ight simulation. In order to resolve the problems

attributable to these events, new flight simulators were required to be

capable of replacing some of the training traditionally conducted in

the aircraft as well as be an effective medium for teaching new skills.

The extent to which flight simulators can counteract the defense budget

squeeze , the energy crisis , the escalating cost of aircraft procurement

and operations , and the need to extend the life of current operational

aircraft must be considered in developing any new evaluation technique

(Williges , et al., 1972).

Before an evaluation technique can be developed , flight simulator

properties must be examined. The relationship between each of these

properties and the eventual effectiveness of the flight simulator must

also be known. If the relationshi p between properti es and effectiveness

is well defined , an evalution technique which measures one or niore of.

the flight simulator properties may be feasible. This approach is very

difficult since few of the properties of flight simulators are well

defined and the relationship of individual properties to fl i ght simula-

tor effectiveness is frequently unknown. The difficulty is compounded

by the fact that many of the simulator properties cannot be accurately

measured.

The Problem. In order to develop a technique f or the initial

evaluation of flight simulator effectiveness, two questions must be

answered:

1. WhIch flight simulator properties should be used as cri terion

variables for evaluation in order to estimate flight simulator effec-

tiveness?

8



2. What techniques should be used to measure the properties

selected for evaluation?

Statement of the Objectives

This research effort has two objectives:

1. Determi ne the cri teri on variables most appl icable to an

initial flight simulator eva luation of effectiveness.

2. Develop a general technique for the initial evaluation of

flight simulator effectiveness.

Research Methodology

A literature search of current military flight simulator evalua-

tion techniques was conducted. This search was limited primarily to

those techniques documented in the Defense Documentation Center. The

using agencies examined included the Army, Navy, and Air Force. In

addition , current aircraft test and evaluation techniques were reviewed

for possible appl i cation to flight simulator evaluation. Applicable

Air Force regulations were also studies in order to obtain a more

complete understanding of the current Air Force test and evaluation

process.

The most suitable properties for evaluation had to be determined

prior to the development of an initial eval uation technique . The first

step in this determination was to define those flight simulator prop-

erties which could possibly be used as evaluation criterion variables.

Secon d, each possible property then had to be exami ned to determine if

the relationship between simulator effectiveness and the property to be

measured was well defined and meaningf ul. In addition , for a simulator

property to qualify as a cri terion variable , techniques had to 
be9



available to accurately measure the simulator property wi thin the

envi ronment of an Initial f~light simulator evaluation. The i nformation

required to select simulator properties for evaluation was extracted

from the current literature and through informal discussions with the

personnel of the Simulator System Program Office at Wright-Patterson

Air  Force Base, Ohio.

Once the most suitable properties were determined , the methodology

transitioned to development of the initial flight simulator evaluation

technique. This part of the methodology involved the combination of

two research methods. The first was the literature search of existing

flight simulator evaluation techniques and the second was persona l

observations of an initial fli ght simulator evaluation which was on-

going duri ng the research effort.

At the time this research effort began , an initi al evaluation of

the 1-37 Undergraduate Pilot Training Instrument Fligh t Simulator

(UPT—IFS) was in the planning stages. The planned evaluation included

a more traditional quantitative evaluation plus the use of qualified

1-37 instructr r pilots to obtain a subjective evaluation of the potential

effectiveness of the T—37 UPT-IFS. A questionna i re had been constructed

by Air Training Comand (ATC) for use in the collection of data during

the subjective portion of the evaluation . The questionnaire and data

collection methods were exami ned. Modifi cations were recommended duri ng

this research effort in an attempt to improve the eva l uation . Observa-

tions during a portion of this evaluation were analyzed to determine

the potential effectiveness of the subjective technique . The analysis

was directed toward the i dentification of modifications that would improve

the usefulness of the combined quantitat ive and subjective evaluation

techniques .

10



The information acquired from the 1-37 UPT-IFS was then combined

wi th the favorable characteristics of the current techniques examined

during the literature search. The resulti ng compilation was a general-

ized initial evaluation technique for estimating flight simulator

effectiveness. Hopefully, this technique will be useful during the

initial evaluation of flight simulators in future Air Force procurement

actions.

Research Scope and Limitations

The scope of this research effort was limi ted to a small portion

of the overall evaluation of a flight simulator. The complete eva lua-

tion includes estimates of military utility , operational effectiveness,

compatibility, interoperability , reliability , maintainability , logistic

supportability, cost of ownership, and traini ng requirements (AFR 80-14,

1975). This research effort focused on the operational effectiveness,

or perform ance , of the flight simulator.

Many authorities in the flight simulation field support the

hypothesis that the design of the training program in which a flight

simulator is used is at least as important to simulator effectiveness

as is the design and performance of the simulator itself (Caro, 1973).

Al though this hypothesis appeared to be valid , it was of little assis-

tance for an initial simulator evaluation . Good training programs are

the result of a substantial amount of experi ence using the equipment.

This research did not address simulator training programs but instead ,

concentrated on the performance of the flight simulator equipment as a

separate entity.

An initial flight simulator evaluation is restricted by the environ-

ment in which it must be performed. The initial evaluation usually is

11



conducted in the flight simulator contractor facility. Usually, the

instructors, operators , and students who will eventually use the equip-

ment are not available in the immediate area of the evaluation . Budgetary

limitations on temporary duty funds normally restrict the number of

military personnel available to participate in the evaluation .

The flight simulator to be tested is normally set up on a temporary

site which Is usually space limited. Frequently, cost considerations

require that some intended features of the eventua l flight simulator be

omitted in construction of the test device. For example , only two of

the four cockpits made available for the initial 1-37 UPT-IFS evaluation

were equipped wi th visual displays. The simulators delivered to ATC

will have visua l displays on all four cockpits . Thus, cost considera-

tions as well as space limitations frequently lead to degrading of the

test device.

Simulator development and producti on are almost always on a rigid

schedule. Frequently, problems develop that cause the contractor to

get well behind the schedule. This slippage often results in attempts

to compress the final events of the schedule , in which test and evalua-

tion are usually found.

Summary. This research effort treated only one of the many factors

involved in a flight simulator evaluation . That factor w~s simulator

effectiveness or performance. The research was also limi ted to an

initial flight simu ’ator evaluation and therefore did not deal with the

design of the training program used with the simulator. The environment

of the initial evaluation also placed several limitations on the research

effort and on the resulting initial flight simulator evaluation technique .

12



Thesis Organization

The remaining chapters of this report develop the criteri on

variables for evaluation and an initial evaluation technique .

Chapter II examines the techniques currently in use for military flight

simula tor evalua tions . Cha pter I I I  i s an examination of the pro perties

of fl ight simulators which should be considered as eval uation criterion

variables . Chapter IV develops an evaluation technique for the initial

estimation of flight simulator effectiveness. Chapter V presents the

conclusions and sumarizes the general technique for the initial

evaluation of a fl ight simulator.

13 
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II. Current Evaluation Techniques

Introduction

In order to avoid reinvention of the wheel , this research effort

begins with an examination of simulator evaluation techniques that have

been or are being used on modern flight simulators . The examination

has been limi ted to military evaluation techniques because of the

unique requirements of military flying and military flight simulation .

Current evaluation techniques used by the Navy , Army, and Air Force are •1

examined . The examination is based primarily on evaluations conducted

since 1970 that have been documented in the Defense Documentation Center.

This examination identifies many good techniques to build on and several

poor techniques to be avoided .

- Navy Flight Simulator Evaluation Techniques

The evaluation techniques used during two recent procurement actions

are representative of the techniques currently used by the Navy . Navy

Device 2FlOl was evaluated from 16 August 1973 to 24 October 1974 during

initial acquisition (Walker & Galloway, 1975). Device 2F90 was eva l uated

from 18 March 1974 to 4 December 1974 following the addition of a com-

puter generated visual display system (Galloway & Hewett, 1975). This

device had to be eval uated again during 9 to 13 June 1975 (Hewett &

Galloway, 1975). Device 2FlOl simulates the T-2C aircraft and Device 2F90

simulates the TA-4J aircraft (Hewett, Galloway, & Murray , 1974).

Device 2FlOl. The purpose of the evaluation of Devi ce 2F1O1 was

to assist the contractor (Singer Simulation Products Division of

Binghamton, New York) wi th the development of a T-2C flight simulator.

The initial design of flying characteristics in Device 2F101 was based

14



on wind tunnel estimates of the various T—2C aircraft characteristics.

These estimates focused on the edge of the aircraft flight envelope and

~roved to be inadequate for programing the T—2C flight characteristics

(Walker & Galloway , 1975).

The approach taken to improve the simulation of flying character-

istics in Device 2FlOl was to generate a more complete and accurate data

base for the T-2C aircraft characteristics and then use this improved

data base for the design of a mathematical model which could be pro-

grammed in the flight simulator computers . The Nava l Air Test Center

(NATC) team began this approach by flying 44 sorties in 7 different T-2C

aircraft for a total of 63.3 flight hours (Wal ker & Galloway , 1975).

Each of the variables which describe the flying characteristics of

the T—2C aircraft was recorded duri ng all normally encountered combina-

tions of configuration and environmental conditions in each of the seven

aircraft. The instrumentation used to measure these variables consisted

of: production instrumentation , a sensitive airspeed indicator , cali-

brated altimeter , calibrated angle of attack system, sensitive accel-

erometer, a 0-to 100—pound hand held force guage, a 3-second sweep

stopwatch , a 48-inch tape measure , and a sensitive inclinometer .

The values of each variable were then averaged over the seven air-

craft flown to produce an estimate for the average T-2C aircraft . The

resulting data base mapped the T-2C flight characteristics over the

entire operational flight envelope of the aircraft (Walker & Galloway ,

1975). Rather than develop a new mathematical model for programming

the flight simulator computers , the NATC team elected to make similar

measurements on Device 2FlOl and conduct a compari son of the two data

sets .

15



The application of corrections became an iterative process within

three separate phases. The separate phases in which the corrections

were made involved: (1) the fi xed base flight simulator wi th motion and

visual systems disconnected; (2) the fi xed base simulator with only

motion connected; and (3) the total flight simulator with both motion

and visual systems connected . The purpose of this three-phase approach

was to simplify the corrections by reducing the number of system inter-

actions i nvolved at any one point in the evaluation .

The need for an iterative process within each phase was also

generated by the interaction between variables . All flight character-

istics had to be checked after each correction to insure that the new

correction did not destroy the effects of previous corrections. If

t h i s  occurred , both corrections had to be compromised in order to mini-

mize the impact of the remaining uncorrectable deficiencies.

The NATC team also found that the test pilot had to fly the actual

aircraft frequently during the simulator eval uation in order to maintain

his objectivity . The test pilot quickly adapted to the simulator

characteristics and needed to fly the aircraft to reconfirm the differ-

ences between aircraft and simulator characteristics. As an additional

precaution against this tendency, fleet pilots currently qualified in

the T-2C aircraft were requested to fly and evaluate the simulator on

several occasions duri ng the eva luation (Hewett, Galloway , & Murray ,

1974).

Device 2F90. The evaluation of this flight simulator began seven

months after the evaluation of Device 2FlOl . Device 2F90 had been in

use since 1969. It was originally purchased wi th a motion system but

without a visual display system. The fidelity , or accuracy , of simulation

16
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was judged by the users to be barely adequate enough to make the

simulator usable for training (Galloway & Hewett , 1975). The addition

of a computer generated visua l display accentuated the shortcomi ngs

of the device to the extent that corrective action became necessary

(Harris, 1975).

The Naval Air Test Center team used an approach which was almost

identical to the one used for Device 2F101 . The first problem

addressed was the lack of a sufficient data base to describe the flying

characteristics of the TA-4J aircraft . The data col lection effort for

this evaluation was on a much smaller scale than the one conducted for

Device 2FlOl . Only 20.5 hours were flown in the eleven aircraft

measured .

The accuracy and cost of the instrumentation used for measurements

in the aircraft was greatly reduced. Expensive production instrumenta-

tion was not used. The instrumentation used for aircraft measurements

consisted of: a hand held force gauge , a tape measure, a stopwatch ,

and the uncalibrated cockpit instrumentation common to all TA-4J air-

• craft (Galloway & Hewett, 1975). The NATC test team obviously felt that

the reduction in the accuracy of data collected was insignificant when

compared to the increased cost of fitting the eleven aircraft with

production instrumentation .

Each required variable was measured in each of the eleven TA-4J

aircraft. These measurements were then averaged as in the Device 2FlOl

evaluati on . In an attempt to reduce the bias in the data , all measure-

ments were taken by the same pilot us ing consistent measuring techniques .

The variables measured in the aircraft were also measured in the

flight simulator. The simulator measurements were taken wi th the same

configuration , environmenta l conditions, pilot , and measurement

17



techniques as were present during the corresponding aircraft measure-

ments of each variable. The aircraft and flight simulator data bases

were then compared .

The comparison and correction planning were performed in a dif-

ferent manner than for Device 2FlOl since the flight simulator had

been in operational use before the evaluation . The prior years of use

had identified the specific probl em areas in the characteristics of the

flight simulator . Because of this , it was possible to select discrep-

ancies between the two data sets which were probable causes of the

identified problems . These selected discrepancies were the only ones

considered during planning of the corrective actions (Harris , 1975).

The corrective action for Device 2F90 fol lowed the same pattern

as was used for Device 2FlOl . However , the pattern of corrective action

used for Device 2F90 consisted of a purely quantitative comparison of

the two data sets. After all corrective action was completed , a very

informal subjective evaluation of Device 2FlOl was performed by several

instructor pilots who were currently qualified in the TA—4J aircraft .

Very little emphasis was placed on this portion of the evaluation.

This is indicated by the following two-sentence summary contained in

the NATC report:

The instructor pilots evaluating the simulator were
impressed by the fidel ity of the total simulation and
agreed that training substitution could be realized in VFR
(Visual Flight Rules ) flight simulation with Device 2F90.
Some of the evaluating pilots experienced latera l PlO
(Pilot Induced Oscillation ) tendencies and thought that
laterally the simulator was too sensitive. (Galloway &
Hewett, 1975, p 32)
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These findings were quickly dismissed by the decision of the test team

to delay any addi tional fidelity improvements until operational use

confirmed that deficiencies still existed (Galloway & Hewett, 1975).

It only took eight months (October 1974 to June 1975) of operationa l

use to confirm the findings of the informal subj ective evaluation. At

that time , the Ch ief, Naval Air Training Coiiuriand, requested that the

test team return in order to correct the deficiencies i dentified during

operational use. The test team began the new evaluation by analyzing

the comments which had been written by instructor and student pilots.

This analysis was used to design an appropriate test technique for

deficiency correction (Hewett & Galloway , 1975).

In addition to the analysis of written comments , approximately 40

cockpit hours were flown to evaluate corrections as they were made .

All of the corrections made during this evaluation involved the addition

of variables that had been omi tted from the previous mathematica l models

and flight simulator computer programs. The test team concluded that

this second evaluation had minimized the deficiencies identified by

the users within the limitations of the system hardware and software

(Hewett &Galloway , 1975). No additional reports are available to

either verify or contradict this conclusion.

Summary of Current Navy Evaluation Techniques. The general tech-

nique currently used by the Navy to evaluate and improve a flight

simulator follows five sequential steps. These are: (1) gather base

line data from the aircraft; (2) perform the same flight tests in the

simulator; (3) reduce and compare the two data sets and plan the

corrective actions to be made; (4) apply the corrections ; and (5) repeat

as necessary .
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The base line data from the aircraft are measured in several

different aircraft and then averaged . Simple and inexpensive instru-

ments can be used for these measurements. A hand held force gauge ,

stopwatch, tape measure, and standard cockpit instruments are sufficient.

The initial measurement of variables describing flight character-

isti cs in the simulator is made under the same env i ronmental conditions

that existed during the aircraft measurements . In addition , these

measurements are taken with both the motion and visual systems discon-

nected if the simulator is so equipped.

The data analysis should be accomplished by comparisons of the

aircraft and flight simulator data sets. If specific simulator problems

have previously been i dentified , the comparison concentrates on the

discrepancies which are probable causes of these problems . Corrections

* 
are planned in advance to minimi ze the impact of variable interactions.

The corrections are made in three separate phases: (1) on the

fixed base simulator alone; (2) with only the motion system connected ;

and (3) with both the motion and visua l systems connected. Wi thin each

phase, an iterative process is used . After each correction is made ,

all variables are rechecked to insure that the impact of variable inter-

actions has been correctly assessed. The test pilot is allowed to fly

the aircraft frequently and currently qualifi ed fleet pilots are used

to prevent i naccurate measurements caused by rapid orientation to the

simulator characteristics .

Army Flight Simulator Evaluation Techniques

Two recent flight simulator evaluations conducted by the Army are

examined in this section . The first eva l uation was on Device 2B24

which simulates flight in the UH-1H helicopter. The approach used for
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this evaluation has been described as the traditional Army approach to

flight simulator development and evaluation. The second evaluation

was conducted for Device 2B3l which simulates flight in the CH-47 he ’i-

copter. The approach used here was described as the new Army approach

(Ca tro n , 1975). The evaluation of Device 2B24 was conducted duri ng

1971 and 1972 (Caro, Isley, & Jolly, 1975). The exact time of the evalu-

ation on Device 2B3l was not specified in the report. However, references

to the evaluation on Device 2B24 indicate that this evaluation was more

• recent (Catron , 1975).

Device 2B24. The development of the UH-lH flight simulator repre-

sents the traditional Army approach to development and evaluation of a

fl .ight simulator. The contractor was responsible for acquisition of

• the aerodynamic data used for the simulation . The only data source

available to the contractor was the coefficient data obtained during

• the UH-lA helicopter devel opment. These data were based on engineering

predictions and wind tunnel testing of the UH-1A components . New co-

efficient data were not generated for the five model changes between

the UH-lA and the UH-lH even though some major aerodynamic changes were

made (Catron, 1975). Therefore, the data used for development of the

UH—lH helicopter simulator were actually estimates based on the charac-

teristics of the UH-lA helicopter.

The contractor used the coefficient data to develop an off-line

computer program for computation of the performance and flying quali-

ties of the UH-lH helicopter . This program was an exact model of the

UH-1A data collected . The accuracy of this model had to be compromised

when it was converted into a real time program wh ich could be used in

the flight simulator computers. This reduction in accuracy is due
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primarily to software limi tations (Catron, 1975). The relations ’iip

between the data sets discussed here is symbolized in Figure 2-1 .

• It should be noted that the data used for programming the UH-1H

simulator has a questionable relationship to the actua l UH-1H flying

characteristics. It is actually only an approximation of the estimated

UH-lA Helicopter ._ ç’-1 UH-lH Helicopter
Flight Characteristics Flight Characteristics

• 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _  

_
~

_i
UH-lA

Coefficient .~ ~ i
Estimates

___________ TI:

UH-lH .~ 
I

Simulator I
Off-line .~~~ ~~ I

Model .~~w

UH-lH ~~~~~~~~ ~~~

Simulator ‘—
Computer I 

~~~Program I

Figure 2-1. Derivation of the UH-lH Simulator Model
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characteristics of the original UH-l helicopter. This point is

stressed here since it seems to be a common problem to all flight

simulator programs.

The initial evaluation of Device 2B24 was purely quantitative in

nature. Tolerances were developed around the UH-lH simulator off-line

model described above. The simulator coefficients were then compared

wi th the off-line model . When all simulator coefficients were within

the developed tolerances , the simulator passed the evaluation (Catron,

1975). This type of evaluation only insures that the UH-lH simulator

is a good approximati on the model which represents an estimate of

the UH-1A helicopter flight characteristics. The qualities of this

traditional Army evaluation are best discussed by examining a second

evaluation which was conducted after Device 2B24 passed this initial
* 

evaluation and was del i vered to the Army.

The Army Aviation Test Board was responsible for conducting

Expanded Service Tests after delivery of the fli ght simulator. The

board requested the Human Resources Research Organization (HumRRO )

develop an evaluation plan that would determine the mission suitabil-

ity of the device (Caro, Isley , & Jolly, 1975).

HumRRO developed a three-phase evaluation for this purpose .

Phase I activities were devoted to evaluating the workability of the

device and assessing the fidelity or accuracy of simulation of the

UH— 1H helicopter. Phase II designed a training program which made

optimum use of the training features included in the device. Phase III

efforts were directed toward estimating the transfer of training and

cost effectiveness of Device 2B24 (Caro, Isley, & Jolly, 1975). Phases II

and III of the eva l uation plan are not applicable to the subject of
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this research effort . Phase I, the evaluation of perfo rmance , w i l l

be exami ned for application to the development of an initial evaluation

of flight simulator effectiveness and for assessment of the traditional

Army approach to simulator evaluation.

The plan for evaluation of performance developed by HumRRO was

divided into three parts . The first portion of the evaluation was

devoted to test staff familiarization with the equipment and its opera-

tion . This portion of the plan was intended to quality the test staff

in the use of the controls unique to Device 2B24 before the evaluation

was conducted. Following the familiari zation , the plan required mock

training be conducted by the test staff in several cockpits simultane-

ously. Performance assessment was to be made by the staff during this

portion of the eva l uation . The fina l portion of the plan was designed

to use a relatively large number of Army aviators from the local area

for evaluation . It was intended that these aviators fly the device and

rate the fidelity or accuracy of simulation and acceptability of the

device for training. The pilots were to rate (he simulator by responding

to a questionnaire and structured i nterview (Caro, Isley , & Jolly, 1975).

Unfortunately, the evaluation plan devel oped by HumRRO could not

be followed during Phase I. During the initial familiarization activi-

ties, It became obvious that the device still had majo r deficiencies

that prohibited the mock training and subjective pilot ratings contained

in the evaluation plan. Phase I activities became an effort to identify

deficiencies and effect corrections so that the device could become

suitable for training . Because of the many deficiency corrections being

made and the limited availability of the device during those cc rections ,

the test activities had to be substantially reduced . It was not
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practical to schedule any nontest staff personnel to f ly the device.

Therefore , all data on the accuracy of simulation and device accepta-

bility were obtained from test staff members (Caro, Isley, & Jolly, 1975).

Because of these circumstances , al’ data collected during the per-

formance evaluation were informal opinion data . The data collection

method adopted required two test staff members who were UH-IH qualified

pilots to fly the simulator together. When a discrepancy was detected ,

a judgement was made jointly by the pilots and the HumRRO staff as to

the probable impact on the training capabilities of the simulator. The

questionnaire and structured interv iew developed duri ng the evaluation

planning were not used (Carol Isley , & Jolly, 1975). In effect, the

Expanded Service Test had to do the tasks that the initial eval uation

should have accomplished .

Device 2B31. The new approach used for development and evaluation

of the CH-47 helicopter simulator fol lows part of the traditiona l

approach used on Device 2B24. The contractor was again responsible

for collection of the fl ight characteristics data . These data were

again estimates of the flight characteristics which were obtained from

the helicopter manufacturer. The simulator was designed and programmed

based on this estimated data base. After initial development, the new

approach departed from the traditional approach in three important

areas.

First, the Army designated a team of two pilots to provide prelimi-

nary evaluati ons prior to the beginning of actual acceptance testing.

The pilot designated as team leader participated in all three of these

prelimi nary evaluations . A different pilo t assisted the team leader in

each preliminary eva l uation . The pilot evaluation team flew the
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simulator and wrote Discrepancy Reports (DR’ s) on all simulator

characteristics which were perceived to be di fferent from the actual

CH-47 helicopter. The original data base was changed after each pre-

liminary evaluation to eliminate or minimi ze the identifi ed deficiency .

The key to the success of this approach was that evaluation team comments

and changes took precedence over the original data base collected from

the manufacturer (Catron, 1975).

The second departure from the traditional approach invol ved flight

time in the CH-47 helicopter for the contractor personnel. The purpose

of these orientation flights was to allow contractor personnel to gain

first—hand experience wi th the helicopter flight characteristics and

the pilot techniques used to fly the helicopter. The evaluation pilots

were of the opinion that this first-hand experience would improve the

communications and understanding between the contractor and the Army

(Catron , 1975).

The thi rd important change in the new approach i nvolved the

standards used for acceptance testing . The traditional approach com-

pared the simulator characteristics with the off-l i ne model developed

from the original estimates of the helicopter characteristics. The

new approach used the model that resulted from the extensive modifica-

tions made during the preliminary evaluations of the first device as

the standard for all follow-on devices . This change meant that the

simulator performance was compared to the actual CH-47 helicopter per-

formance as it was perceived by the evaluation pilots (Catron , 1975).

Summary of Current Arrny Evalua tion Techniques. The new approach

used for development and evaluation of Device 2B31 recognized tha t the

real world aircraft data base is normally inadequate for prograntning a
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flight simulator. The approach developed made use of qualified CH-47

helicopter pilots to correct the data base deficiencies . The key to

the success of this approach was the recognition that evaluation pilot

comments had to take precedence over all other sources of ~coefficient

data.

The Army concept of a two-pilot evaluation team solved two problems

characteristic of a subjective evaluation . The team leader added con-

sistency to the evaluations since he participated in all eval uations

conducted. The use of a different assistant pilot for each evaluation

made new inputs available and helped in the identifi cation of deficien-

cies which the team leader had adapted to and no l onger recognized .

This same problem of a pilot adapting to the simulator characteristics

was identified in the Navy evaluations reviewed.

Air Force Fl ight Simulator Evaluation Techniques

Major revisions have been made in the Air Force flight simulator

acquisition process since 1970. The most significant change was the

centralization of control for flight simulator acquisition in the

organization of the Simulator System Program Office at Wright-Patterson

Air Force Base, Ohio in 1973. This organization has served as the

focal point for the rapidly i ncreasing emphasis on the development and

use of flight simulation in the Air Force (Dunlap, et al., 1975).

One of the acquisitions currently being managed by the Simulator

System Program Office is the Undergraduate Pi l ot Training Instrument

Flight Simulator (UPT-IFS). A new Air Force approach is being used

for development and evaluation of UPT-IFS. This new approach is dis-

cussed in Chapter IV which is devoted to the subjective evaluation of
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flight simulator effectiveness. The following discussion will con-

centrate on the more traditional Air Force approach that has been

used prior to UPT-IFS.

Al though prior Air Force flight simulator evaluations have not

been documented in the Defense Documentation Center, two very general

articles discuss the technique used and some of the problems encountered.

The technique discussed in these articles has been labeled “tweaking ”

(Richmond , 1976).

The process of “tweaking ” a flight simulator is almost i dentical

to the new approach used by the Army . The simulator is designed and

constructed with the use of estimated data for the aircraft flight

characteristics. After construction and programming are complete ,

qualified pilots fly the simulator and attempt to identify simulator

characteristics which are perceived to be different from the real world

aircraft. The simulator contractor then changes the programmed data

base until the simulator characteristics in question are perceived by

the pilots to be the same as the aircraft characteristics (Rust, 1975).

Several problems have been encountered while using this “tweaking ”

technique. First , the pilot does not always perceive the real problem .

For example, the pilot may perceive that the stick foreces for the rol l

axis are too heavy for a given airspeed. In actuality , this perception

could be caused by other factors such as incorrect stick defl ections

for a given force. If the contractor simply changes the stick forces,

the problem will probably still exist. In other words, a pilot is

capable of identifying a deficient area but does not usually have suffi-

d ent engineering and programming expertise to recommend a specific

corrective action for the prob l em (Richmond , 1976).
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The second common problem wi th this approach is that while the

pilot is “tweaking ” the simulator , the simulator is “tweaking ” the

pilot. For example , in the stick forces problem discussed earlier ,

suppose the forces were actually five pounds too heavy . Now, suppose

the contractor reduces these forces to only two pounds too heavy . It

is very probable that the pilot will perceive the new forces as correct

after having experienced the heavier forces prior to the correction .

If the pilot flys the real world aircraft and then returns to the simu-

lator , he will probably perceive the forces as being too heavy again.

The contractor will surely begin to doubt the pilot ’s ability to

accurately perceive control stick forces. In effect, the simulator

has “tweaked” the pilot (Rust, 1975).

The last major problem with “tweaking ” is a result of the dif-

ferences between the perceptions of individual pilots . If the con-

tractor manag&s to satisfy one pilot with the simulator characteristics ,

a different ~ilot may require the iterative process to start from the•
beginning in order to produce characteristics that agree with his

perceptions. As a result , the “tweaking ” technique is usually not

repeatable for different pilots (Richmond , 1976).

The Air Force recognizes that “tweaking ” is a slow , iterative ,

and frequently nonrepeatable process. A more ordered Air Force

approach to simulator evaluation is being developed for UPT-IFS.

One of the objectives of this research effort is to aid in the form-

ulation of this new approach which is discussed in greater detai l in

the remaining chapters of this report.
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Summary of Current Evaluation Technigues

The main problem i dentified by each of the military agencies was

a lack of sufficient data to completely and accurately describe the

flight characteristics of the aircraft being simulated. Normally, the

only data available were the manufacturer ’s estimates for the develop-

ment model of the aircraft series. Additional accuracy is lost because

of software l imitations which prohibit programing an exact model of

the data that is available.

Generally, two approaches have been taken to reduce the impact of

this prob lem. The Navy attempts to obtain the required data for

effective simulation by extensive fli ght testing of the real world

aircraft. The Army approach and the previously used Air Force approach

attempt to compensate for data deficiencies through pilot perceptions

of the simulator and aircraft characteristics. 
*

The purely quantitative approach used by the Navy does not appear

to be adequate in the identification of deficiencies that will impact

on the eventua l effectiveness of the flight simulator. The subjective

techniques used by the Army and the Air Force tend to be very slow ,

iterative , and nonrepeatable. However, the Army concept of an evalu-

ation team with a team leader seems to improve the consistency of this

technique .

Almost all of the techniques examined here were aimed at an evalu-

ation of fidelity or accuracy of simulation . The validity of using

fidelity and several other cri terion variables for flight simulator

evaluation is discussed in Chapter III.
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III. Cri terion Variables for Flight Simulator Eva l uation

Introduction

An evaluation is an examination that results in a judgement

about the worth or quality of the item being evaluated (Webster, 1963).

• This genera l definition implies that before an evaluation can be

conducted , tne eval uator must know: (1) the kind of quality desired

in the item; (2) the factors that the judgement of quality will be

based on; and (3) the methods that will be used to examine the factors.

These three aspects of an evaluation are not independent of each other .

The kind of quality desired will dictate which factors will be used

• for a basis of judgement. These factors will then determine the

• method of examination that can be used .

This chapter discusses the first two aspects of an evaluation for

Air Force flight simulators : (1) the kind of quality desired in a

flight simulator , and (2) the factors that the judgemen t of quality

will be based on. The third aspect , the method to be used for exami-

• nation , is discussed in Chapter IV .

Chapter Organi zation

The first two sections of this chapter are devoted to an analysis

of the kind of quality desired in an Air Force flight simulator . The

approach taken for this analysis is to first review the objectives of

flight simulator test and evaluation . Since these objectives are

stated in terms of the mission of Air Force fli ght simulators , the

second section examines this mission . These two sections , taken

together, provide the background necessary for the selection of the

criterion variables to be measured during the evaluation.
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• The remainder of the chapter is devoted to an examination of the

criterion variables most frequently measured during a fli ght simulator

eval uation . This examination results in a conceptualization of the

relationships among possible criterion variables and in the selection

of a criterion variable which provides the best information available

for the judgement of quality required in an initial flight simulator

eval uation .

Flight Simulator Evaluation Objectives

During the acquisition of a new Air Force fli ght simulator , there

are two types of test and evaluation performed . Development Test and

Evaluation is conducted to assess the accomplishments of the develop-

ment phase and to provide guidance for the remaining development effort.

Operational Test and Evaluation is usually performed by the using

command to estimate the effectiveness the device will have after delivery

and then to actually measure the effectiveness after the device is in

operational use.

Operational Test and Evaluation (OT&E) requires severa l years to

complete. The entire OT&E process can be divided into Initial Opera-

tional Test and Evaluation (IOT&E), which is performed prior to delivery

of the flight simulator , and Follow—on Operational Test and Evaluation ,

which is performed during operational use after delivery of the device

to the using activity (AFR 80-14, 1975).

The objective of this research effort is to develop an evaluation

technique which will provide a valid estimate of simulator effectiveness

prior to delivery of the device. This function is currentl y being per-

formed during Initial Operational Test and Evaluation . Therefore , the

objectives of this evaluation will be examined more closely.
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An Initial Operational Test and Evaluation , as defined by Air

Force Regulation 80-14, is:

That test and evaluation performed during a develop-
ment program intended for acquisition. i~ is an initial
phase of operationa l test and eval uation adequate to
provide , prior to the first major production decision , a
valid estimate of expected system operational effective-
ness and suitability . (AFR 80—14, 1975, p 13.)

Therefore, the objective for an IOT&E is to provide a valid estimate

of the expected operational -effectiveness and suitability .

Operational suitability consists of many areas such as compati-

bility , i nteroperability , maintainability , logistics supportability,

cost of ownership, and training requirements (AFR 80-14, 1975). Good

estimating techni ques are already available for these suitability areas

and will not be included fri the eva l uation developed by this effort.

Instead, the eva luation developed here will concentrate only on an

estimate of the operationa l effectiveness of the device.

Operational effectiveness is how wel l the system performs its

intended mission when operated in its intended environment (AFR 80-14,

1975). Criterion variables for the evaluation must provide enough

information to judge how well the simulator will perform its intended

mi ssion. Therefore, the mission of Air Force flight simulation must be

examined to determine which variables are to be selected for estimating

the capability of a simulator to perform this mission . 
•

Intended Mission of Air Force Flight Simulators

There are two distinct uses for fl igh t simulators in the Air Force

today. They are used for: (1) the evaluation of eng ineering and human

factors, and (2) aircrew training (see Fi gure 3-1). Flight simulators
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used for the evaluation of engineering and human factors are usually

developed and operated by elements of Air Force Systems Comand (AFSC)

for investigating of such matters as flight instrument display and lay-

out, aircraft design performance comparisons , stability and control

criteria, and so on (Dunlap, et al., 1975). Flight simulators used for

aircrew training are generally developed by AFSC , but are used by other

major commands as operational trainers . This research effort is limited

to those flight simulators intended for use as aircrew training devices.

Throughout the remainder of this report, the term “fl ight simulator ”

will mean only fl i ght simulators intended for use in aircrew training .

As discussed in Chapter I, the mission of Air Force flight simula-

tors has changed frequently during the past few years . Changes in the
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Figure 3-1. Categories of Air Force Simulators
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intended mission have been the result of technological advances in

aircraft or simulator design as well as external forces acting on the

aircrew training environment.

The most signifi cant technolog ical advance in simulator design

was the i ntroduction of the digita l computer . The high capac i ty and

accuracy of these machines greatly improved simulation of aircraft

handling characteristics and made it possible to add visual and motion

systems. These improvements extended the capability of fli ght simula-

tors to many Visua l Flight Rule (VFR) areas that had traditionally been

limited to training in the aircraft .

The external political and economic forces discussed in Chapter I

required these extended capabilities to be included in Air Force flight

simulators . The Ch ief of Staff of the Air Force stated this requirement

in his message of 25 April 197.5. The message, in part, was:

Air Force policy is to strive for a 25 percent reduc-
tion in flying hours by the end of FY 81 through the
increased use of simulation. While operating costs and
energy considerations are the driving factors, other
reasons such as restricted airspace , environmental eco-
logical impacts , safety and aircraft attrition are also
major considerations . (Dunlap, et al., 1975, p 136)

The required reduction in flying hours implies that the use of flight

simulators for teaching and maintaining flying skills used in instru-

ment conditions must be expanded. In addition , the flight simulators

must be capable of assuming some of the training for flight in VFR

conditions which has traditionally been conducted in the aircraft.

Therefore, the current mission of Air Force flight simulation is

to reduce aircraft flying time used for training by providing an

effective environment in which flying skills can be taught and main-

tained for both instrument and VFR conditions.
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Possible Cri terion Vari ables

The discussions of the two previous sections imply that an initial

flight simulator evaluation should provide a valid estimate of how well

instrument and VFR flying skills can be taught and maintained in the

environment provided by the flight simulator. The quality of training

in a flight simulator is a composite of the efficiency of original

• learning, the transfer of what was learned in the simulator to perfor-

mance in the aircraft, and the retention of what was learned (Williges ,

et al., 1972). Each of these elements of trainina are dependent on

many variables , only a few of which are related to the characteristics

of the fl ight simulator . Very little is known about which variables

have the most important impact on the quality of training . Therefore,

• the approach wh ich must be taken is to select the criterion variables

which will give .the best estimate of the quality of the fli ght simu-

lator .

The remainder of this chapter is devoted to an examination of

the individual criterion variables available for measurement during an

initial flight simulator evaluation. Before discussing each cri terion

variable separately, the terminol ogy to be used for the discussion and

the relationship between criterion variables must be defined. The key

definitions for this section are:

Training Efficiengy - A measurement of the efficiency of ori ginal

learning which takes place within the flight simulator (Training

Devices and Simulati on: Some Research issues, 1954).

Transfer of Traininif - A measurement of how training conducted

in the flight simulator influences subsequent performance in the air-

craft represented (Ellis , 1965).
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Fidelity of Engineering Simulation - A measurement of how well the

physical characteristi cs of the real world aircraft have been copied

in the flight simulator (Miller , 1954).

Fidelity of Psychological Simulation - A measurement of how the

thought processes generated by training in the flight simulator affect

the thought processes required for performance in the aircraft (Miller ,

1954). Fidelity of psychological simulation includes the concepts of

training efficiency and transfer of training. It is also equivalent to

flight simulator effectiveness.

Simulator Effectiveness - A measure of the quality of the flight

simulator. Simulator effectiveness describes how wel l the fli ght simu-
* 

lator will perform its intended mission of reducing aircraft flying

time used for training by providing an effective environment in whi ch

to teach and maintain flying skills in instrument and VFR conditions.

The relationships between these terms can be summari zed by the

following set of equations:

Simulator Effectiveness E Aircraft Flight Time Saved + Quality of Training

~ Training Efficiency + Transfer of Training

Fidelity of Psychological Simulation

f (Fidelity of Engineering Simulation )

In words, simulator effectiveness can be measured in units of air-

craft flight time saved , through use of the flight simulator , plus the

quality of training provided by the combination of training in the actua l

aircraft and the flight simulator . It can also be measured by the train-

ing efficiency of the original learning in the fli ght simulator plus the

amount of that training which transfers to performance in the aircraft.
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Simulator Effectiveness is considered to be equivalent to Fidelity

of Psychological Simulation and is a function of the Fidelity of

Engineering Simulation.

The next sections discuss each of the possibl e criterion variables

and rationalize the above equivalences between the possible criterion

variables .

Aircraft Flight Time Reductions

The mission of Air Force flight simulators is to reduce aircraft

flying time by providing an environment in wh i ch flying skills can be

effectively taught and maintained . This mission implies that simulator

effectiveness could be partially measured by units of aircraft flight

time saved. In order for the units of aircraft fl i ght time saved to be

meaningful , the resulting quality of training must be the same as it

was before the amount of aircraft flight time was reduced.

It was mentioned earlier that quality of training is too complex

an issue to be measured directly because of limited knowledge about

the variables which affect it. Since the quality of training cannot be

measured directly, holding the quality of training constant during a

flyi ng time reduction is all but impossible.

A measurement of simulator effectiveness in terms of flying time

saved is frequently attempted during Follow-on Operational Test and

Evaluation . The normal approach is to train a control group of student

pilots without the flight simulator and an experimental group with the

simulator. The two groups are trained to the same performance level

and the difference in aircraft time used represents the simulator

effectiveness (Caro, Is ley , & Jolly, 1975). This approach is limited

by problen,s common to all control l ed experiments. The initial ability
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of the student pilots must be evenly distri buted between the two groups .

The difference in training quality due to different training programs

and different instructor pilots must be isolated and a means must be

available to accurately assess the performance level of each student

pilot at the end of the experiment (Wi uliges , et al., 1972).

Much research has been devoted to solving these many problems asso-

ciated with the performance rating approach for direct measurement of

simulator effectiveness. So far, little progress had been made (Willi ges,

et al., 1972). When the limi tations of an initial flioht simulator

environment are i~nposed on this approach , it becomes impossible to meas-

ure simulator effectiveness in terms of aircraft flying time saved .

However , once simulator effectiveness has been estimated , an approximation

of flying time saved can probably be extracted from the estimate.

Training Efficiency

Training efficiency is a measure of the efficiency of the original

learning that takes place during training in the simulator. It is

measured by changes in performance for a given amount of simulator

training conducted (Training Devices and Simulators: Some Research

Issues, 1954). For example, suppose that a 60-degree bank turn is

being taught to two students of equal ability in two different fli ght

simulators . If It takes three hours in the first simulator and four

hours in the second simulator before the students reach a satisfactory

level of performance on 60-degree bank turns , it could be concluded

that the first simulator has more training efficiency that the second.

Unfortunately, a measurement of time to achieve a given performance

level is not possible within the environmental limitations of an initial

flight simulator evaluation . Even if it were possible , the problem s of
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the performance measurefi-lent technique discussed in the previous

section would greatly reduce the accuracy of the approach.

This researcher supports the hypothesis that it is possible to

estimate the training efficiency 0f a flight simulator through the use

of a subjective evaluation by instructor pilots currently qualified in

the aircraft being simulated. This hypothesis is based on the assump-

tion that the accumulated experience of instructor pilots qualifies them

to judge how well a student pilot will learn in a given simulated envi-

ronment. This expertise shoul d be capable of providing an accurate

estimate of the training efficiency a flight simulator will have in

operational use. A subjective evaluation of this type is possible

within the limi ted environment of an initial fli ght simulator eva l uation

and will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter IV .

Transfer of Training

As mentioned in the previous section , training efficiency is only

a measure of the efficiency of original learning . This measurement is

only one part of the overall simulator quality . From the example of

the 60-degree bank turns, it was concluded that the simulator in which

only three hours of training were required had better training efficiency .

Howeve r, this superior training efficiency is meaning l ess if the skills

required to perform this maneuver in the simulator are completel~ differ-

ent from those required in the aircraft simulated . In this case, the

simulator training would not improve performance in the aircraft . This

relationship between training in the simulator and performance in the

aircraft is known as transfer of training.

Transfer of training can be thought of as the influence that

experi ence or performance on one task has on some subsequent task.
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There are three types of infl uences possible: (1) positive transfer,

(2) negative transfer, and (3) zero transfer. Positive transfer occurs

when prior task performance aids in performance on the subsequent task.

Negati ve transfer exists when the prior task experience inhibits or

disrupts the task that follows . Zero transfer is present if the prior

task has no influence on the subsequent task (Ellis , 1965).

As applied to fli ght simulators , transfer of training is a measure-

ment of how training in the simulator influences performance in the

aircraft. Attempts are frequently made to measure transfer of training

in terms of flight simulator hours required to replace aircraft hours .

This relationship is usually expressed as a percentage of aircra ft

hours replaced by one simulator hour (LaRochelle, 1973). For example

a 25 percent transfer of training would indicate that one hour of simu-

lator time would equate to 15 minutes in the actual aircra.ft (Flexman ,

et al., 1954). There are numerous methods for computing this percentage.

Each method produces a different percentage for the same simulator.

This is illustrated in Table I. Five d .~ferent expressions were used

to compute the transfer of training percentage from the data collected

during an actual evaluation of a training device. Even though the same

data were used for each computation and each expression has been used

in at least one official effectiveness report, a tremendous range of

Table I
Differences in Transfer of Training Expressions

Expression : 1 2 3 4 5

Transfer: 92% 71% 6O~ 12% -54%

(From “Measures for the Efficiency of Simulators as Training Devices, ” 1967)
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transfer percentages resulted (“Measures for the Efficiency of Simulators

as Training Devices ,” 1967). An invalid transfer of training percentage

can be computed to fit the desired results by carefully choosing the

computati onal method used (LaRochelle , 1973).

The technique most frequently used to measure transfer of training

is the performance rati ng approach discussed in the Training Efficiency

section of this chapter. The only difference is that performance is

measured in the aircraft instead of in the simulator. This measurement

approach does not separate the efficiency of orig inal learning from the

transfer of training . The validity of the approach is limited by the

problems associated wi th the performance measurement approach. The

limitations of the environment in an initial flight simulator evaluation

again prohibit the use of this measurement technique.

This writer is of the opinion that a carefully constructed subjec-

tive evaluation of the simulator by instructor pilots can also prov ide

a valid estimate of the transfer of training from the simulator to the

aircraft . An experienced instructor pilot has observed the influence

of many types of ground training on performance in the aircraft . This

experience qualifies the instructor to make judgements about the

infl uence of flight simulator characteristics on performance in the

aircraft . Chapter IV discusses this subjective evaluation technique.

Fidelity of Simulation

A hypothesis coirrion to the flight simulator industry is that the

greater the degree of physical similarity between stimuli and responses

in the simulator and those in the aircraft, the greater the amount of

positive transfer of training that will take place (Ellis , 1965). This

concept is based on theories such as the Osgood ’s Transfer Surface
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illustrated in Figure 3—2. The amount of transfer is indicated on the

vertical axis , the degree of similarity of responses on the x axis ,

and the degree of similarity of stimuli on the y axis. The surface

impl ies  that the higher the degree of physical similarlity in both

stimuli and responses, the higher positive transfer of training experi-

enced. As either stimuli or responses decrease in physi cal similarity ,

the transfer of training decreases (Travers, 1963).
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Figure 3-2. Osgood ’s Transfer Surface (From Ellis , 1965)
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Even though this theory has been challenged in recent years by

many researchers in the fli ght simulator and transfer of training areas,

almost every current flight simulator evaluation technique reviewed in

Chapter II concentrated on the fidelity of engineering simulation (Smode,

Hall , & Meyer, 1966; Williges , et al ., 1972; Harri s, 1975). Using

fidelity of engineeri ng simulation as a criterion variable assumes tha t

the highest quality of training and largest reduction in aircraft flying

time are realized when flight in the simulator is not perceptab ly dif-

ferent from flight in the aircraft . Some of the reasons for this assump-

tion are indicated by the fol l owing quote :

The ultimate objective in developing a trai ner is to
build a device capable of training a person to a hi gh l evel
of proficiency and having a positive transfer of training
from the simulator to the operational equipment it repre-
sents . The terms “high level of proficiency ” and “positive
transfe r of training” are difficult to quantify and to
directly relate to the performance characteristics necessary
for inclusion into the simulator. Since these terms are
difficult to quantify , the tendency is to include performance
characteristics in the simulator if their necessity is doubt-
ful resulting in the trainer having a higher cost than may be
necessary. (Hood , 1975, p 369)

This is an excellent summary of the current attitude toward flight simu-

lator development and evaluation. Training efficiency and transfer of

training are extremely difficult to measure and to relate to fli ght

simulator characteristics. This results in the emphasis being placed

on fidelity of engineering simulation , which can be quantitatively

measured and directly related to fli ght simulator characteristics.

It was stated earl i er that simulator effectiveness is a function

of the fidelity of engineering simulation . Many recent research

efforts have been directed toward defining this relationship. Some

examples of the findings of these research efforts are:
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The possibility exists that higher training value
mi ght be realized from trainers that do not “fly like ”
the aircraft in certain respects than from those that
do. (Demaree, et al., 1964, p 2)

There is considerable evidence , however , that
deliberate deviations from fidelity of (engineeri ng)
simulation may lead to higher levels of transfer than
does exact simulation. (Smode, Hal l , & Meyer, 1966 , p 167)

Before any definite conclusions can be drawn about
fidelity of (engineeri ng) simulation , more detailed
information is needed to determine how such variables as
instructor ability , variations in the difficulty of the
training task, and pilot experi ence level affect trans-
fer performance. (Williges , et al., 1972, p 9)

The question of what l evel of fidelity of flying
qualities and performance is necessary for “effective ”
transfer of training is still an open issue.... (Harris ,
1975, p 17)

These reports use the terms: training value , transfer , transfer

performance, and effective transfer of training to refer to the effec-

tiveness of the device. The genera l conclusion of each report is that

a possibility exists that better simulator effectiveness might be

realized with less than perfect fidelity of engineering simulation.

Fidelity of engineering simulation is the sole basis for the

current Navy , Army, and Air Force evaluation techniques . However,

recent research efforts indicate that simulator effectiveness is

• actually a nonlinear function of the fidelity of engineering simulation .

If we accept the hypothesis that simulator effectiveness can be

maximized with less than perfect fidelity of engineering simulation ,

then simple cost considerations dictate that the fidelity of engineer-

ing simulati on be less than perfect. A general relationship between

cos t, simulator effectiveness , and fidelity of eng ineering simulation

is conceptualized in Figure 3-3. At 100% fidelity of engineering

simulation , the fli ght simulator would have exactly the same physical
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characteristics as flight in actual aircraft represented. Therefore,

the simulator effectiveness at 100% fidelity of engineering must be the

same as the effectiveness of training in the actua l aircraft. If the

hypothesis is true that simulator effectiveness can be maximized at less

than 100% fidelity of engineering simulation , then it must be possible

to provide more effective training in the flight simulator than in the

actual aircraft . Hence , we see the resultant simulator effectiveness

curve rising above the actua l aircraft effectiveness level in Figure 3-3.

Perhaps this concept can be clarified by an example. One of the

most important pilot skills used in instrument flight is the ability to

cross check the fligh t instruments wel l enough to interpret what the

aircraft is doi ng and decide what control corrections need to be made.

Generally, as the frequency of required control inputs increase , the

required l evel of skill in the instrument cross check also increases.

If the flight simulator requires the same stimulus-response relationship

for instrument cross check as the aircraft, but more frequent control

Actual Ai rcraft Training ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Effectiveness

Simulator
Effectiveness

I
I_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Fidelity of Engineering Simulation 100%

Fi gure 3—3. Genera l Relationship of Simulator Effecti’teness
Cost, and Engineering Simulation (Adapted from Miller , 1954)
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inputs than the aircraft , then the skill l evel necessary for instrument

flight in the flight simulator will be higher than that required in the

aircraft . As long as the stimulus-response relationship is the same in

both situations , the fli ght simulator will provide more effective train-

ing than the aircraft .

Perfect, or 100%, fidelity of engi neeri ng simulation is not possible

for all pilot tasks, though it is possible for simple tasks . The phys i-

cal characteristics of the actual aircraft can be exactly duplicated in

the flight simulator for simple tasks. The relationships for a simple

task are illustrated in Figure 3—4. In this case , 100% fidelity of

engineering simulation is possible at a cost c1. However, maximum

simulator effectiveness can be obta i ned at a cost of only c2.

As the p ilot tasks become more complex, exact or 100% fidelity of

engineering simulation is not possible because of limitations in flight

simulator technology . The relationships for a complex task are shown

in Figure 3—5. Increasing complexity of the pilot task tends to shift

the cost curve to the l eft. In this case, the most cost effective

level of fidelity of engineering simulation is less than the maximum

level possible within the technological limitation . It is somewhere in

the range of diminishing returns shown on the illustration. The rela-

tionships for tasks of varying complexity would be somewhere in between

the two cases used for illustration .

Unfortunately, the parameters of the curves used to illustrate

this conceptualization of fidelity of engineering simulation and simu-

lator effectiveness are not known. It is not possible to establish a

l evel of fidelity of engineering simulation that would be the most cost

effective for any given task. However , this conceptualization implies
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that a flight simulator could first be developed in the traditional

H quantitative manner to a lower level of fidelity of eng i neering simula-

• I tion . This development could then be followed by an estimate of the
• simulator effectiveness for each task to be performed. Then , based on

the estimates developed , the fidelity of engineering simulation could

be increased for tasks which had not reached the point of diminishing

returns in simulator effectiveness. The point of diminishing returns

would have to be determined by a judgement based on the cost of increas-

ing the fidelity of engineering simulation and the perceived increase

in simulator effectiveness that would result.

The criterion vari ables measured during an initial flight simula —

• tor evaluation must provide adequate information on which to base a

valid estimate of how well instrument and VFR flying skills can be

taught and mai ntained in the flight simulator. Training efficiency ,

transfer of training, and fidelity of engineering simulation are the

variables which appear to have the largest impact on the potential

effectiveness of the simulator.

Training efficiency and transfer of training can be thought of as

the key elements of fidelity of psychological simulation . Fidelit y of

pscyhological simulation is an expression of simulator effectiveness

but cannot be measured with traditional performance rating evaluations

due to the limitations on the initial flight simulator evaluat ion

environment. In the opinion of the writer , a carefully constructed

subjective eva l uation of the flight simulator by instructor pilo ts ,

qualified in the aircraft being simulated , can produce a valid estimate

of simulator effectiveness. This opinion is based on the assumption
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that experience with the teaching of flying skills qualifies instructor

pilots to judge the impact of fl i ght simulator characteristics on per-

formance in the aircraft.

Fidelity of engineering simulation describes how well the physical

qualities of flight in the real world aircraft have been copied . The

current flight simulator development and evaluation techniques emphasize

this variable. It can be conceptualized that the relationship between

cost, simulator effectiveness, and fidelity of engineering simulation

is dependent on the complexity of the task being simulated. This con-

ceptualization implies that the most cost effective simulator design

will have less than perfect fidelity of engineering simulation.

The cri terion variable recomended for an initial flight simulator

evaluation is simulator effectiveness , which is comprised of training

efficiency and transfer of training. The initial flight simulator

development should be conducted with the• traditional qualitative approach

to fidelity of engineering simulation. The resulting flight simulator

characteristics should be refined by making the most cost effective

improvements in fidelity of engineering simulation based on a subjec-

tive eva l uation of simulator effectiveness.
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IV. Flight Simulator Development and Evaluation Techniques

Introduction

The current fl ight simulator development and evaluation techniques

discussed in Chapter II are based on fidelity of engineering simulation .

The goal of these techniques is to produce a flight simulator which

copies the physical characteristics of flight in the actual aircraft as

accurately as possible wi thin the budgetary and technological limi tations

of the program.

These techniques assume that simulator effectiveness is equivalent

to the degree of fidelity of engineeri ng simulation . However , the exam-

• ination of criterion variables in Chapter III concluded that simulator

effectiveness is not equal to, but merely a function of, fidelity of

engineering simulation . Al though the parameters of the function are not

known , it has been conceptualized that as fidel ity of engineering simu-

lation is increased , a point is reached where diminishing returns in

simulator effectiveness are experienced. Increasing fidelity of engi-

neering simulation beyond this point , without prior knowl edge of the

estimated changes in simulator effectiveness , can commit funds to one

area of fidelity of engineering simulation which might have been more

effectively applied to another area .

The objective of the development and evaluation techniques recom-

mended in this chapter is to develop an effective simulator through

selective improvements in fidelity of enginee’~ing simulation . The

recomended approach is a combination of quant itative and subjective

techniques.

In this writer ’s opinion , tradi tional quantitative techniques

should be used to design and develop the flight simulator to an initial
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minimum acceptable l evel of fidelity of engineering simulation . After

this initial l evel is reached , subjective techniques should be used to

select the areas of fidelity of engineering simulati on in which additional

improvements will yield the largest increase in simulator effectiveness.

Chapter Organization

The discussion of the development and evaluation techniques recom-

mended by this effort will begin with the collection of data for con-

structi on of a m~~hematical model of the aircraft being simulated.

Reconiiiendations will then be made for the use of this model in a quanti-

tative approach for establishing an initial l evel of fidelity of engi-

neering simulation .

A subjective eval uation technique will then be introduced for the

estimation of simulator effectiveness. The results of this subjective

evaluation will provide the information necessary to select specific

areas of fidel ity of engineering simulation for additional improvements .

The areas selected for additional improvements should be the ones which

are estimated to yield the highest increase in simulator effectiveness

when fidelity of engineering simulation is improved .

Quantitative Development to an Initial Level of Fidelity of Engineering

Simulation

Design and initial development of a fli ght simulator must be based

on a mathematical model which describes the characteristics of the air-

craft that will be simulated . The current evaluat ion techniques

reviewed in Chapter II indicate that there are normall y two sources of

data available for this model: (1) coefficients established during the

development of the actua l aircraft , and (2) data collected during flight

tests conducted in the actual aircraft .
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The coefficients established during the aircraft development are

usually too inaccurate and incomplete for construction of a satisfac-

tory model of the aircraft characteristics. These coefficients consist

of estimates based on wi nd tunnel testing of the development aircraft

components . Since the aircraft manufacturer is primarily interested in

meeting performance specifications , these data are concentra~~d on the

l imits of the aircraft performance. Very little data are available

from this source for modeling aircraft characteristics during normal

operations. Therefore, flight tests must be conducted in the actual

aircraft in order to complete the mathematical model.

The cost of the flight test program is directly related to the

quantity and accuracy of the data collected during flight testing .

The current development techniques discussed in Chapter II require the

mathematical model to be very complete and accurate in order to develop

a device with a maximum level of fidelity of engineering simulation .

Therefore, the flight testing programs used during these development

techniques were very extensive and costly.

The development and evaluation techniques recommended here do not

require an extensive flight testing program. The mathematical model

used for desi gn and development need only be complete and accurate

enough to establish an initial level of fidel ity of engineering simu-

lation . As a minimum , this initial level must be good enough to make

the flight simulator controllable for each of the tasks tha t will be

performed during the subjective evaluation.

In the opinion of this wri ter, an approach similar to the one

used by the Naval Air Test Center for improvement of the mathematica l

model for Device 2F90 should be adequate for this purpose. The
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ins t rumentat ion need only consist of standard uncalibrated cockpit

instruments and simple devices for the measurement of forces, distances ,

and time . The data can be col l ected in one aircraft or the measure-

ments in several aircraft can be averaged.

The initial development coefficients and the fli ght test data will

be combi ned for construction of an off-line model of the aircraft char-

acteristics . This model must then be converted into a real-time mathe-

matical model that can be programed into the flight simulator computers.

This process is illustrated in Figure 4-1.

Aircraft Flight Test
Manufacturer • Data for

Estimates Normal Operations

Mathematical Model of
Aircraft Characteristic s

Quantitative Evaluation
I of Fidelity of
I Engineering Simulation

Real-time
Mathematical Model of
~‘ircraft Characteristics

Fi gure 4-1. Construction of the Mathematica l Model
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The discussion of the UH-1H helicopter simulator , in Chapter II ,

indicated that some model accuracy is lost during the conversion from

the off-line model to a real-time model . This loss of accuracy should

be controlled through use of the traditional quantitative evaluation as

illustrated in Figure 4—1. Tolerance limits should be established around

the off-line model. The fli ght simulator characteri stics should be

measured and compared with the off-line model . Tradeoffs between the

real-time model variables should then be made until the flight simulator

characteristics are within the tolerances established around the off-

line model .

In the wri ter ’s opinion , the application of these quantitative

techniques will result in an adequate initial l evel of fidel i ty of

engineering simulation . Additional improvements to the mathematical

model associated wi th this initial level of fidelity of engineering

simulation should not be made until the simulator effectiveness has

been estimated for each pilot task to be performed in the flight simu-

lator. These simulator effectiveness estimates will provide the neces-

sary information to selectively improve the fidelity of engineering

simulation and the mathematical model.

Purpose of the Subjective Evaluation

Subjective eva l uation of flight simulators is not an origina l i dea

generated by this study. Qualified pilots were used for subjective

evaluations in each of the Army , Navy, and Air Force techniques reviewed

in Chapter II. However, this research effort does recommend a new pur-

pose for the subjective evaluation techniques.

Subjective evaluations were used for the evaluation of Navy Device

2F90, Army Device 2B24, and the Air Force “ tweaking ” techniques . In
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each of these evaluations , the main purpose of the subjective evaluation

was to identify deficiencies in fidelity of engineering simulation . The

results of these evaluations were lists of flight simulator character-

istics which the pilots perceived to be different than the actua l air-

craft characteristics.

The subjective evaluation recommended by this effort has two pur-

poses: (1) identi fication of flight simulator characteristics that are

perceived to be different than the actual aircraft , and (2) assessment

of the impact that these differences will have on simulator effective-

ness. The second purpose is the most important. The assessment of

simulator effectiveness can provide the information required for selec-

tive improvements in fidelity of engineering simulation that will result

in maximum simulator effectiveness.

The remaining sections of this chapter are devoted to the develop-

ment of a subjective evaluation of fli ght simulator effectiveness. The

aspects of a subjective evaluation discussed are: selection of partici-

pants , potential problem areas , an evaluation plan , and data collection

methods .

Selection of Participants for the Subjective Eva l uation

The participants selected for the subjective evaluation must be

capable of identifyi ng differences between the characteristics of the

flight simulator and the real world aircraft . In addition , they must

be able to assess the impact of these differences on flight simulator

effectiveness.

Identification of differences requires extensive knowledge of the

characteristics of each maneuver that will be taught in the simulator.

Assessment of the impact of these differences on simulator effectiveness
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requires a detailed knowl edge and understanding of the instructional

techniques available for each maneuver , the average learning abili ty of

students, and the most frequently encountered barriers to learning

during each of the maneuvers .

The only personnel in the Air Force who meet these requirements

are pilots who are currently qualified as instructors in the aircraft

being simulated. The knowledge and understanding required of the sub-

jective evaluation participants can only be obtained from the experience

that comes with the teaching of flyi ng skills. For this reason , it is

recommended that all subjective evaluation participants be currently

qualified as instructor pilots in the aircraft being simulated.

Some other factors which may adversely affect the accuracy of

instructor pilot ratings should also be considered during the selection

of participants. The factors discussed here are experience level and

• attitude toward the use of flight simulators to teach flying skills.

The experience l evel of an instructor pilot can be measured by

both his tota l flying time and his flying time as an instructor pilot

in the aircraft being simulated . The knowl edge required for the evalu-

ation of simulator effectiveness is primarily dependent on the pilot ’s

total experience as an instructor pilot in the aircraft being simulated.

The impact that experience l evel has on the results of a subjective

evaluation has not been defined as of this writing . For this reason , it

can be argued that a broad range of experience levels should be included

until an analysis of the results of a comp l eted evaluation can determine

the impact of experience levels on subjective evaluation ratings.

Very experienced instructor pilots have more knowledge on wh i ch to

base their ratings. However , less experienced instructor pilots are
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usually more aware of the problems that they personally experienced

while learning new flyi ng skills. This research effort recommends

that instructor pilots with varying degrees of experience be selected

for the subjective evaluation. It also recommends extensive data

analysis of a completed subjective evaluation to determine the impact

of experi ence levels on the subjecti ve evaluation ratings .

The instructor pilot’ s attitude toward the use of flight simula-

tors could also affect the accuracy of his subjective ratings. Many

Air Force pi lots have a negative attitude toward fli ght simulation .

This attitude is the result of bad experiences with current procedural

trainers and the concern that flying time in the aircraft will be

replaced by flight simulator time .

The relationship between an instructor pilot ’s attitude toward

flight simulation and the accuracy of his ratings also has not been

defined. Therefore, this research effort recommends that an analysis

of the subjective ratings of instructor pilots with a positive , neutra l ,

and negative attitude toward the use of flight simulation be conducted

to determine the impact of pilot attitude on the accuracy of subjective

ratings.

The reconiTlended analysis of experience level and attitude toward

flight simulation should provide the information required for the

selection of participants in future subjective evaluations.

Potential Problem Areas in a Subjective Evaluation

There are severa l other factors wit i in the evaluation environment

which could also influence the accuracy of the simulator effectiveness

estimates. The environmental factors which t~is researcher considers

significant are: (1) rumors and the test atmosphere , (2) the use of
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partially operational equipment , and (3) changes to the real-time

mathematical model . Each of these factors will be discussed in this

section so that the subjective evaluation plan can be desi gned to mini-

mi ze their impact on the accuracy of the evaluation results .

Rumors and the Evaluation Atmosphere. The evaluation atmosphere

can be infl uenced by the attitudes of the subjective evaluation super-

visors. Even if evaiuation supervisors guard against making any direct

statements about their perceptions of the simulator ’s capability , the

overall attitude of the evaluation supervisors will be picked up by the

participants performing the evaluation . For example, if the evaluation

supervisors are generally disgusted with the simulator or the contractor

and do not suppress this atti tude duri ng the evaluation , the participants

could ma ke overly critical evaluations. The oppos i te effect would occur

if the evaluation supervisors were overly positive and did not suppress

this attitude .

Rumors about specific deficiencies i dentified prior to the evalua-

tion can also contaminate the data. If an instructor pilot has heard

that a particular area of the flight simulator is weak , he will probably

be overly cri tical of this area . Even more important, his concentration

on one particular cue during a maneuver could prevent complete evalua-

tion of other cues observed during the maneuver .

These types of problems are probably the hardest to avoid during

a subjective evaluation . The evaluation supervisors must realize how

easily they can influence the evaluation results. This influence can

be partially control l ed by minimizing the interaction between test

supervisors and participants during the evaluation . For this reason ,

it is recommended that the participants fly the simulator solo during
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the evaluation and make their own evaluation with minimum assistance

from the eval uation supervisors .

The Use of Partially Operational Equipment. Simulator effective-

ness for a given maneuver will be dependent on each of the major cues

presented in the flight simulator. Major cues are considered to be:

visua l, motion , aura l , control forces , and instrument displays. If

one or more of the major cues are not available due to inoperable

equipment , the evaluation of simulator effectiveness could be contami-

nated by negative spillover effects into areas that are actually quite

effective.

The cockpits to be used for ev~aluation of the T-37 Undergraduate

Pilot Training Instrument Fli ght S~~ul~tor (UPT-IFS) are a good example

of partially operational equipment. Two of the four cockpits to be

used are not equippped wi-th visual display systems . In the op inion of

this writer , these two incomplete cockpits should not be used for the

evaluation of simulator effectiveness .

Simulators can also become partially inoperable during the eval-

uation because of maintenance failures. In general , any failures wh i ch

eliminate one or more of the major cues will prevent the collection of

meaningful data because of possible spillover effects on the other

major cues. It is recommended that in the event of such a failure ,

the evaluation be stopped until corrections can be made .

Changes to the Real-time Mathematical Model. It is very impor-

tant that the parameters of the mathematical mode l remain constant

throughout the evaluation . In order to arrive at an estimate of simu-

lator effectiveness for a particular maneuver , all of the ratings

assigned for that maneuver must be examined collectively. A change in
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the parameters of the mathematical model during the evaluation would

make data collected prior to ~he change incompatible with data collected

after the change.

The temptation to change a parameter duri ng the evaluation when ,

for example , it appears that all evaluation participants will rate the

cues related to that parameter low , must be resisted. If changes are

considered necessary, they should be made early enough in the evaluation

to allow adequate data for the estimation of simulator effectiveness to

be collected after the change. If such a change occurs , the data

collected prior to the change should be discarded or treated separately.

A Subjective Evaluation Plan

The evaluation plan presented in this section has been designed to

produce an accurate estimate of simulator effectiveness. The design

also attempts to minimize the impact of the potential problem areas

di scussed earl i er. The recommended subjective evaluation plan consists

of: (1) an initial briefing for the participants , (2) a simulator

orientation fli ght for the participants , and (3) data collection during

the evaluation . Recommend procedures for each of these areas are

developed in the following sections.

Initial Briefing for Participants. In order to obtain the most

useful data from the subjective evaluation , each instructor pilot should

receive a thorough briefi ng pri or to beginning the evaluation . This

briefing should inform the participants of the importance of each of

their inputs and the value of having ratings based on each individual’ s

persona l knowl edge and experience. The procedures to be used for the

evaluation should be described in detail to include a discussion of how

the data will be used (Cooper & Harper , 1969).
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The requirement for wri tten comments to explain the ratings made

should also be discussed . Emphasis should be placed on when comments

are required and what information they should contain.

The evaluation participants should also be made aware of how per-

ceived attitudes toward the simulator and preconceived evaluations

based on rumors can adversely affect the evaluation results. This

portion of the briefing should explain how concentration on one or more

of the major cues can result in an inaccurate rating for other major

cues.

The briefi ng must emphasize the fact that an estimate of s imulator

effectiveness is the desired result of the evaluation . Observations

p made during an experimental subjective evaluation of the T-37 UPT-IFS

indicated that a subjective evaluation participant tends to concentrate

on deficiencies in fidelity of engineering simulation rather than on

simulator effectiveness. This point must be emphasized during the

briefing.

Simulator Orientation Flight. One of the recommendations made

earlier was to minimize the interactions between evaluation partici-

pants and supervisors during the rating process. In the writer ’s

opinion , the best way to minimize interactions is to have each evalua-

tion participant fly and rate the simulator by himself without the

assistance of evaluation supervisors . In order for this to be done ,

the evaluation participants must learn the operation of controls which

are unique to the flight simulator. A short orientation f l ight is

recorniended for this familiarization with unique control features.

It is imperative that the evaluation supervisor and participant

do not discuss the characteristics of the flight simulator during this
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orientation flight. The evaluation supervisor must not make any

statements which might influence the participant ’s ratings during

the evaluation which will follow.

Data Collection during the Evaluation. The initial briefing and

orientation flight should adequately prepare the participants for the

subjective evaluation . Duri ng the evaluation , each participant should

rate the simulator effectiveness for each maneuver that will be taught

during operational use of the flight simulator. These maneuvers should

be flown as many times as necessary for an accurate rating of each of

the cues presented during the simulation .

The problem of a pilot quickly adapting to the simulator charac-

teristics , which was identified by the Army and Navy evaluations

discussed in Chapter II , should not be a significant factor during

this evaluation . It is intended that instructor pilots are temporarily

brought in from the field to partici pate in the evaluation. These

participants should have a flight in the real world aircraft just

• before the evaluation and should not be expected to participate more

than a few days in the simulator evaluation.

The ratings awarded during the evaluation should be recorded on a

questionnaire . Part ~f the questionnaire developed for the subjective

• evaluation of the T—37 UPT-IFS is included in Appendix A of this report

as an example of the recommended subjective evaluation questionna i re.

The simulator effectiveness is rated separately for each maneuver per-

formed . In addition , the major cues which are perceived to be different

from the actual aircraft cues are identified. If the simulator is given

a low effectiveness rating, additional comments must be made to identif y

the major cue or cues which caused the low rating and the exact nature

of the deficiency in the major cue or cues invo l ved .
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The rating scale included in the T—37 UPT—IFS questionna i re is a

modification of one developed by this effort. The purpose of this

rating scale was to improve the consistency of the results and to

insure that evaluation participant s evaluated simulator effectiveness

instead of simply fidelity of engineeri ng simulation .

The rating scale originally used by Air Training Command for

this questionnaire was:

5. Simulator performance exactly duplicates the aircraft .

4. Mi nor differences between simulator and aircraft per-
formance were noted , but would not detract from the
training capabilities of the simulator .

3. Minor differences between simulator and aircraft per-
formance were noted , which could have a minor impact
on the training capabilities of the simulator.

2. Major differences between simulator and aircraft per-
formance were noted , which could impact on the training
capabilities of the simulator .

1. Major differences between simulator and aircraft per-
• formance were noted , which could have a major impact

on the training capabilities of the simulator .
(UPT—IFS Integrated Test, May 1976)

This type of rating scale presents two major problems . The evaluation

participant would probably have a great deal of difficulty remembering

the meaning of each rating during the evaluation . Even if the mean-

ings were reviewed during each rating , the lack of concrete defi nitions

for such terms as “minor differences ” and “major differences ” or “could

impact” and “could have a major impact ” would surely produce different

ratings depending on how each individual participant perceived the terms .

It would also be extremely difficult to base fidelity of engineering

simulation improvements on this scale. It is almost impossible to say

which rating would require improvements regardless of the cost and time

i nvolved , which rating would require improvements only if the cost and
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time involved were considered to be reasonable, and which ratings do

not indicate a need for improvements in fidelity of engineering simu-

lation.

In order to simplify the evaluation process and save time during

the evaluation , the original rati ng scale was changed to the fol l owi ng :

1. Simulator matches aircraft.

2. Simulator different than aircraft - No impact on
training capabilities .

3. Simi~lator different than aircraft - Degrades
training cap3bilities . (UPT-IFS Integrated Test, May 1976)

This scale eliminates the problems of complexity and undefined terms

in the original scale. However, it would provide data that was even

less useful for improving selection decisions.

The writer recommends a five-poin t rating scale wi th simple defi-

nitions. The recommended scale is:

5. Simulator exactly duplicates the aircraft.

4. Deviations exist, but will not affect the training
capabilities.

3. Deviations exist , but will have an insignificant
effect on the training capabilities.

• 2. Deviations exist and will significantly affect the
training capabilities , but will not prevent using
the simulator to teach this maneuver.

1. Deviations exist which prevent using the simulator
to teach this maneuver.

This scale limi ts the definitional problem to the terms “significant ”

and “insignificant” effect. It also provides a good basis for selec-

tive improvement decisions . A rating of “1” requires fidel i ty of

engineering simulation improvements at any cost if the maneuver is to

be taught in the simulator. A rating of “2” requires improvements if

the costs are considered to be reasonable. Ratings “3” through “5”
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do not require improvements in fidelity of engineering simulation but

should provide valuable information for development of the simulator

training program.

Regardless of the rating scale used , one serious problem will

affect the resulting data. This problem is created by attaching a

firm meaning to each rating and expecting the participant to remember

the meaning of the rating throughout the evaluation. Also , this problem

is further complicated by possible subjecti ve variations in each partici-

pant’s perception of these meanings. Observations during an experimental

subjective evaluation of the T-37 UPT-IFS clearly showed that the par-

ticipant reverted to a pure “good-fai r-poor” subjective scale after a

short time . This is , in the case of the three-point scale used , the

rater viewed a “1” as the best performance possible , a “3” as some

l evel of poor performance, and a “2” as average . It was also observed

that the concept of assessing the impact on simulator effectiveness was

quickly disregarded . The ratings given represented only the degree of

realism of the simulator..

It is bel i eved that this prob l em can be almost completely solved

through the use of a sequence of dichotomous decisions similar to the

one used by the Air Force Test and Evaluation Center (AFTEC) for

pilot evaluation of aircraft handling characteristics . The rating

technique used by AFTEC is commonly known as the Cooper-Harper Scale

(Cooper & Harper , 1969). The modified version of this decision

sequence recommended for use in a subjective evaluat ion of flicht

simulator effectiveness is shown in Figure 4-2. The participant uses

this rating technique by answering each o1 the four questions yes or

no for each area rated . A ‘ no ” answer results in an i rrrediate rat ing
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assignment while a “yes” answer requires one or more of the following

questions in the sequence to be answered. It is believed that this

technique will produce consistent and useful results.

The main objection raised against this technique is that a great

deal of time is required to follow the decision sequence for each rat-

ing . However, it is felt that the value of consistent and useful data

far outweighs the additional time required . Furthermore, a few practice

sessions with this decision sequence chart on a few maneuvers should

quickly internalize the chart , so that the participant could arrive at

a rating in a reasonable time . In the extreme case, it would still be

Did the simulator performance deviate No 5
from the actual aircraft in this area?

Will deviation(s) in simulator reduce the No 4
training capability of the simulator?

Do you consider the reduction in training~~ No 3
capability to be significant?

Would the deviation(s) prev .~nt teaching No 2
this maneuver in the simulutor

Figure 4-2. Recommended Dichotomous Decision Sequence
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better to have a small amount of consistent and accurate data than a

large amount of purely subjective data.

The rating scale developed above was adapted by Simulator System

Program Office and Air Training Command personnel and included in the

1-37 UPT-IFS questionnaire in the form shown in Appendi x A.

Sumary

The flight simulator development ~nd evaluation techniques recom-

mended by this research effort consist of quantitative and subjective

evaluations. In the opinion of this writer , traditional quantitative

techniques should be used to develop an initial , flyable level of

fidelity of engineering simulation . Subjective evaluations of simulator

effectiveness should then be used to select the areas of fidel ity of

engineering simulation in which improvements would yield the greatest

increase in simulator effectiveness.

It is recommended that only currently qualified instructor pilots

be used as participants in the subjective evaluation . The selected

participants should represent a good cross section of experience and

attitudes toward the use of flight simulators until further research

can assess the impact of these factors on the results of the subjective

evaluation.

The subjective evaluation plan recommended by this research effort

uses an initial briefing and an orientation flight in the simulator to

prepare each participant for the evaluation. This preparation allows

the interactions between evaluation supervisors and participants to be

minimized during the actua l rating process.
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A dichotomous decision process is recommended as an aid for

assigning subjective simulator effectiveness ratings. The rating

scale and questionnaire developed for the T_37 UPT-IFS subjective I

evaluation are included in Appendix A as ~n example of the subjective

evaluation technique recommended by this effort.
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V. Summary and Recommendations

The primary objectives of this research effort were to: (1) deter-

mine which criterion variables are most relevant to an ini tial evaluation

of flight simulator effectiveness , and (2) develop a technique which

could be used for the evaluation of these criterion variabl es . This

chapter summarizes the examination of criterion variables and the recom-

mended techniques for flight simulator development and evaluation . The

final section recommends an area for further research.

Criterion Variables for Evaluation

The determination of applicable criterion variables was based on

a review of current flight simulator evaluation techniques and related

literature . The criterion variable stressed by most current flight

simulator evaluation techniques is fidelity of engineering simulation ,

which is a measurement of how well the physical characteristics of - •

flight in the real world aircraft have been copied by the fli ght

simulator.

The examination of the Air Force flight simulator mission and

desired quality for an Air Force flight simulator , in Chapter II of

this report, identified simulator effectiveness as the most desirable

criterion variable. Simulator effectiveness is how well the flight

simulator will perform its intended mission of reducing aircraft flying

time used for training by providing an effective environment in which

to teach and maintain flying skills in instrument and visual flight

rule conditions.

The conceptualized relationships between the criterion variables

examined can be sii-nmarized by the following set of equations:
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Simulator Effectiveness Aircraft Flight Time Saved + Quality of Training

Training Efficiency + Transfer of Training

Fidelity of Psychological Simulation

f (Fidelity of Engineering Simulation)

The major finding of the examination of cri terion variables was a concep-

tualization of the relationships between fi delity of engineering simula —

• tion , simulator effectiveness, and the cost of the simulator. Although

the parameters of this relationship are not known , it has been concep-

tualized that as fidelity of engineering simulation is increased , a

point is reached where diminis hing returns in simulator effectiveness

are experienced. In the opinion of this writer , increasing fidelity of

engineering simualti on beyond this po-int , without prior knowledge of the

• estimated changes in simulator effectiveness , can be an uneconomical

approach to simulator development.

Recommended Flight Simulator Development and Initial Evaluation Techniques

The techni ques recommended for development and initial evaluation

of a flight simulator are based on the review of current techniques

and related literature, observations during the evaluation of the T—37

Undergraduate Pilot Training Instrument flight Simulator (UPT-IFS),

numerous informal interviews with Simulator System Program Office and

Air Training Command personnel , and four years of personal experience

as an instructor pilot in Undergraduate Pilot Training.

The recommended techniques consist of a combination of the tradi-

tional qualitative techniques plus some subjective techniques . This

writer recommends tha t a fli ght simulator first be designed and
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developed to an initial minimum acceptable level of fidelity of engi-

neering simulation through the use of the traditional quantitative

techniques . The desi gn and initial development process will require

construction of a mathematical model which represents the characteris—

tics of flight in the aircraft being simulated. The sources of data

available for construction of this model are the aircraft manufacturer ’s

estimates and flight test data . This researcher recommends an inexpen-

sive flight test program which uses standard cockpit instrumentation

and simple devices for the measurement of forces, distances , and time .

Quantitative evaluation techniques are recommended to assure that the

simulator flight characteristics adequately represent the mathematical

model of the aircraft flight characteristics .

Following development to an initial minimum acceptable level of

fidelity of eng ineering simulation , a subjective evaluation of simula-

tor effectiveness is recommended. The subjective eva l uation used should

provide the information necessary for the selection of areas of fidelity

of engineering simulation in which improvements would yield the greatest

increase in simulator effectiveness .

The participants selected for the subjective evaluation must be

capable of identifying differences between the flight characteristics

of the simulator and the real world aircraft and be able to assess the

impact of these differences on flight simulator effectiveness. The

writer is of the opinion that the only Air Force personnel who meet

these requirements are currently quali fied instructor pilots in the

aircraft being simulated . For this reason , it is recommended toat all

subjective evaluation participants be currently qualified as instructor

pil ots in the aircraft being simulated.
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The recommended subjective evaluation plan uses an initial

briefing and an orientation fli ght to prepare each participant for

the evaluation and to limit the impact of factors which may influence

the accuracy of the results . This preparation allows the interactions

between the evaluation supervisors and participants to be minimized

during the actual rating process.

A dichotomous decision sequence has been developed and is recom-

mended as an aid for assigning subjective evaluation ratings. The use

of this decision sequence should improve the consistency and accuracy

of the subjective evaluation results . The rating scale , decision

sequence, and questionnaire developed for the 1-37 UPT-IFS subjective

evaluation are included in Appendix A of this report as an example of

the subjective evaluation technique recommended by this research effort.

Recommendations for Further Research

Additional research is needed to i denti fy and measure the factors

which influence the accuracy of an instructor pilot ’s subjective evalu-

ation of simulator effectiveness. It is recommended that the results

of a completed subjective evaluation be analyzed to determine, at a

minimum , how experience level and attitude toward flight simulation

impact on the accuracy of the results . This research should provide

the information required for more effective selection of participants

in future subjective evaluati ons.
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APPENDIX A

T-37 UPT-IFS RATING SCALE AND QUESTIONNAIRE
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informa tion gathered from related sources , prov ided the bas is for exam ina tion
and selection of criterion variables . The variables examined by this effort
were: aircraft flight time saved, training efficiency, transfer of training ,
fidel ity of psychological simulation , fidelity of engineering simulation , and
simulator effectiveness. The examination of these variables concentrated on
their measurability during an initial flight simulator evaluation and their
ability to predict how well a flight simulator would perform its intended
mission.

Fo l low ing the exam inat ion of criter ion var iables , the researc h concen tra ted
on the development of a technique for the evaluation of applicable cri terion
variables . The resulting technique is a combination of the traditional quanti-
tative techniques plus some subjective techniques. The purpose of the subjec-
tive techniques is to identify simulator characteristics that are perceived to
be different from the real work aircraft characteristics and to assess the
impact that these differences will have on the operational use of the fl ight
simulator.
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